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Square side bumpers are optional extras.
The vehicle in the photograph includes optional equipment.
The photograph includes special coloring and processing.
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Note : Specifications and the other contents on this catalogue are subject to change 
 without prior notice due to design change.
 Product photos on this catalogue might have optional devices.
 Product in this catalog is equipped with a system that records and stores vehicle data.
 This product is as of January 2021.
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Sophisticated functionality in an elegant
package to meet feedback from users.





An integrated one-touch handle and inner 

slide cover with optimized sliding mechanism 

are included as standard accessories. These 

makes opening and closing the cover 

smoother, and reduces the effort required.

Includes the largest loading hopper opening 

width in its class, allowing for more efficient 

loading work.

The body and tailgate are coated with an 

electro-deposition process to enhance 

rust prevention effects.

Fold-out storage pockets are built into the 

tailgate side covers. The fold-out design 

prevents objects from falling out while driving.

An automatic discharge plate retraction speed selector switch is included as standard.

The speed can be selected from "Standard" or "High pressure" depending on the kind of 

refuse or working conditions.

Specially designed LED rear combination 

lamps have been used as the tail lamps. 

These improve visibility both from behind and 

the side, making waste collection work even 

safer.

The loading switch control panel on the side 

of the loading hopper is angled to the rear 

left. This enables operation from side of the 

vehicle, and keeps the operator safe even 

with unpredictable movement of waste 

within the hopper.

The discharge plate extends and stops past 

the back end of the body, making it easy to 

wash away any dirt remaining on the bottom 

of the body.


